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Introduction 
In this paper we contend that there is a natural interpretation of fragments of 
arithmetic in terms of category theory which parallels the familiar correspondence 
between finite numbers and finite sets. 
The fragments of arithmetic we shall be concerned with are IA0 and 
IAo + EXP, subsystems of the first-order Peano axioms (PA) which have been the 
object of some recent attention. To a model of such a theory we associate a 
category consisting of the bounded, A0-definable sets and functions of the model. 
This forms a 'set theory' whose salient feature is that every object is (internally) 
finite. Much of the work of the present paper is involved in isolating and studying 
suitable ways to express in a category the appropriate notion of 'finite' object. 
Theorem 30 will give a precise correspondence b tween models of IA0 + EXP 
and toposes with extra properties (Axiom of Choice, 1 is a generator) and a 
finiteness condition. Without EXP we give a similar (less definitive) result 
(Theorem 25). 
In this correspondence, the arithmetical operations of sum, product and 
exponentiation are expressed by the categorical ones with the same names, so, in 
a sense, we are extending to a new context the connection between the 
fundamental operations of arithmetic and of category theory which is implicitly 
acknowledged by the punning use of the same words. 
Of course the use of finiteness to characterize arithmetic is not new. In 
particular we should mention the folklore result that PA and ZF + ~Infinity are 
mutually interpretable. 
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The paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 1 system IA0 is introduced and the construction of a category F~n 
from a model ~IR of IA0 is outlined. The basic properties of F~ are studied in 
Section 2. The tables are turned in Section 3, we start with an abstract category F
having these basic properties and consider several notions of finiteness. Then we 
explore the logical relationships between them. One of these notions (AUTO D 
an object is finite in this sense itt it admits a unique total order) is further studied 
in Theorem 19 and its sequel, where it is shown that if every object in F has 
AUTO then we can define internal versions of sum and product locally in F. 
Finally we consider whether the objects of the category F~n, constructed in 
Section 1, admit these notions of finiteness. Section 4 uses results from Section 3 
to construct a model ~r  of IA0 by taking the skeleton of a category F with 
AUTO. We then show how these two constructions constitute an equivalence of 
categories. Section 5 is an extremely brief description of the notion of topos, so 
that in Section 6 the previous results are extended (to special toposes) and 
simplified by the presence of exponentiation. Finally, Section 7 exploits these to 
establish some connections with end extensions of models of arithmetic. 
. 
In studying fragments of arithmetic it is convenient (and redundant) to present 
Peano's axioms in a way which separates the induction axiom schema from the 
other, more algebraic, axioms. 
Let L be the language with a constant 0 and function symbols , +, x as well as 
the predicate =, subject o the following axioms: 
(a+b)+c=a+(b+c) ,  (axb)xc=ax(b  xc) ,  
a+b =b+a,  a xb=b xa,  
a+O=a,  a xO=O,  
a + s (b )  = s (a  + b) ,  a x s (b )  = a x b + a. 
As usual the predicates 3z Ix + z = y] and ::lz [x + s(z) = y] are abbreviated to 
x <~ y and x < y. The former satisfies the axioms: 
X <~X, 
x~y ^ y<~x ==> x=y,  
x<~y ^  y<,z  ~ x<~z, 
x<~ y v y<~x, 
0 = x v s(O) ~ x. 
Traditionally these are denoted by P-.  
Given a formula 0 in the above language, by Rr < a 0 and Vx < a 0 we mean 
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the formulas :ix (x < a ^ 0) and Vx (x < a ~ 0). Quantifiers occurring in these 
forms are called bounded. A formula is called A0 if all its quantifiers are 
bounded. In cqntrast with the classical Peano Arithmetic (PA) in which we have 
an induction axiom for every formula of the language, the system IA0 allows 
induction only on formulas in which all quantifiers are bounded. In other words 
for each 0 ~ Ao we have the axiom: 
(IAo) Vu [0(0, u) ^  Vx [O(x, u) ::> O(s(x), u)] ~ Vx O(x, u)] 
(where u = (U l , . . . ,  u,) is any n-tuple of variables). Often it is more convenient 
to work with an equivalent axiom scheme 'The Least Number Principle' (see 
[11]): 
(LAo) Vu [:Ix O(x, u) ::~ :Ix [O(x, u) ^  Vy[O(y, u) ::> x <<- y]]. 
Besides the natural numbers N, there are other models for P -+ IAo which 
contain N as an initial submodel. However no other concrete example is known; 
the reason, discovered by K. McAloon [9] extending a result of S. Tennenbaum 
[14], is that the operations + and × of such a model are not recursive. 
Let ~0~ be a model of P -+ IA0. We associate to ~0~ a category F~ in the 
following fashion. Given a / to  formula q0 and an element a e ~ we associate to 
them a set A{q~la}={xz~l~x<a^qg(x)}. The formula q9 may have 
parameters u -  (Ua , . . . ,  u,), which will not be explicitly mentioned. Further- 
more we will write x e A if we have ~!~  Ix < a ^ qg(x, u)], as well as, on occasion 
drop A and keep {q0 [a}. 
For any 0 ~ ao and A{qgla } as above we abbreviate '¢x [q0(x)^x <a::),  
O(x, u)] to Vx cA  O(x, u) and :ix [qg(x) ^ x  <a ^  O(x, u)] to :ix cA  O(x, u). 
Definition. 0 e A 0 is called a functional relation from A to B if 
Vx ~A 3y ~ B O(x, y) A Vy, y' ~ B [O(x, y) ^  O(x, y')::> y = y']. 
The objects of F~ are the sets A{q9 [ a} for some q9 e Ao, a e ~.  A morphism 
from A to B is a function given by a functional relation and the composition is the 
usual composition of functions. 
LA o implies the existence of Skolem functions for total relations, i.e., given 
O(x, y) such that Vx ~ A 3y ~ B O(x, y) we obtain 
Vx eA : lyxeB [O(x, yx) ^  Vy eb [O(x, y ) ::), yx<~y]] 
which implies that y~ is unique; it will be denoted by miny{0(x, y)}. 
Examples. Let q0(x) be x <a for some a eM.  Then A{q9 la} = {x Ix <a} is the 
initial segment [0, a) of ~ and it will be denoted by [a). Note that [0)= t~ and 
that A{q9 l a} is a subset of [a). Let ~p(x) be 3y Ix = 2 x y]; then A{Ip l a} is the 
set of even numbers less than a. Similarly s induces a morphism of F~n 
s:[a)--->[a + 1) (obviouslff given by the functional relation y =s(x)). 
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. 
As a category F~ is fairly good in the sense that it allows many constructions 
(essentially limits and colimits) that can be performed in Fin, the category of 
finite sets. Partially this is due to the fact that F~ is a subcategory (not full) of S, 
the category of sets. F~ contains Fin as a full subcategory, but the existence of 
nonstandard elements implies the existence of infinite sets in F~. 
Let I~:F~---> S be the inclusion functor. Given a diagram in F~ we will take 
the limit or colimit in S and then show that this is in F~ by verifying that the 
objects and morphisms involved are definable in P -+ IA o. In other words I~ 
creates these particular limits and colimits. 
(1) Given m, n • M the formulas Q(x, q) = 3r < n [x = n x q + r ^ 0 <- r] and 
R(x, r) ~- :lq ~< x [x = n x q + r ^ 0 <~ r ^ r < n] define functional relations from 
[m) to [n), the corresponding functions are called respectively quot,(x) and 
rem,(x). Thus, for a ,b•M the functions quotb(x):[axb)--->[a) and 
resb(x):[a xb)--->[b) establish a bijection [a xb)~[a) I l [b ) .  Moreover from 
a{cp[a} >--->[a) and B{V[b}  >--->[b) we construct C={xlq (quot (x))^ 
lp(remt,(x)) ^x<a x b}. It is easy to see that C=AI - IB ,  hence F~ has finite 
products (as usual the empty product is 1= [1)). Likewise given a pair of 
functions u, v from A to B we can construct (again in/to) the set E = {x I x • A ^ 
u(x) = v(x)} which is the equalizer of u, v. Having these F~ also has any finite 
limits, in particular pullbacks [8]. 
(2) For a ,b•M,  in F~ we have the maps i:[a)--->[a+b), i (x )=x and 
j:[b)-->[a + b), j (x )=a+ x which obviously establish a bijection [a + b) = [a)H 
[b). Moreover for {acp l a} > , [a) and B{lp [b} >--> [b) we define 
D--  {x lx <a + b A [3x' <a [cp(X') A i(X')=X] V :lx' <b  A j (X' )=xl]} 
and dearly D = A 11 B. 
For a function f :A--> B we define its image B' = {b I b •B  ^ 3a •A  [f(a) = 
b]} and its kernel pair K = {(al, a2) [ f (a l )=f (a2)}  which are both A0-definable 
subsets. Thus in F~ every function decomposes into a coequalizer of an 
equivalence relation and an injection (image decomposition). In particular any 
surjection is a coequalizer, namely, o f  its own kernel pair. 
For an equivalence relation (rl, r2):E >-->A HA we construct a function 
q:A-->A, q (a )=minx{(a ,x )•E} ,  let Q be the image of q, then Q is the 
coequalizer of rl, r2. So F~ has coequalizers of equivalence relations, but we do 
not know whether any pair of functions u, v has one. 
(3) Let 2 denote [2) = {0, 1} = {false, true}, then for any injection m :A' > > A 
we define a function Xm : A'-> 2 in the usual way 
Xm(X) = {10 i f x¢A ' ,  
i fx ¢A' .  
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Then we have a pullback diagram in F~: 
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A'  -----, 1 
-I I ,rue 
A - - f~ 2 
which (by definition) shows that true: 1 >---> 2 is the subobject classifier of F~. Not 
surprisingly, every subobject has a complement namely the pullback of false 
along Xm- 
Given any two functions u, v : A---> B in F~n let E be their equalizer and E'  the 
complement of E in A. If u ~ v, then E'  4:~ and let ao:l--->E' be min{a cA}, 
then u(ao)4= v(ao), that is 1 is a generator for F~. Also note that since in S the 
existence of a function X---> 0 implies that X ~ I~, the same is true in F~, i.e., 0 is 
strict initial. 
For a given A in F~ the set 2 A may not be definable; the case where the 
exponential is always definable will be dealt with in Section 6. However we can 
speak of F~(A, 2) the Boolean algebra of A0-definable subsets of A which we can 
regard as a category. A function f :A - -~B induces a functor f - I : F~(B ,  2)--~ 
F~(A, 2) which associates to B ' )  > B the subset A' =f - l (B ' )= {a l aeA  ^ 
f(a)  ~ B'}. This functor has a left adjoint =11 as well as a right adjoint V I. For 
A' >---~ A let 
:ll[A']{b I beB  ^ : laeA ' [ f (a )=b]}  and 
Vj,[A'] = {b [ b ~ B ^ Va If(a) = b ~ a e A']}; 
they satisfy the adjunction conditions: 
:II[A' ] ~ B' iff A '  ~-* f - l (B ' ) ,  
f -X(B') )  > A' iff B' .--, VI[A' 1. 
(4) We observe that the natural order on objects of the form [a) is a well order 
and a co-well order. Indeed let X ~ [a) be any A0-definable non-empty subset of 
[a). By LAo we get x0 = min{x e X} which will occasionally be denoted rain(X). 
Let X'  = {x' I :Ix e X ^ x' ~<x} and let X" be the complement of X '  in [a). As 
X 4: ~ it follows that X '  = I} thus x" = min{x e X"} ~ 0. Then x" = s(xx) for some 
Xx. First we must have xx eX ' ,  hence there is x .eX  such that x~<~x. If x l<x ,  
then x" = s(xx) <~ x, thus x" ~ X'  which contradicts x" e X". So xx = x e X and shall 
be denoted max(X). As any object A is a subobject of some [a) it follows that 
any object of F~ has both a well order and a co-well order, i.e., a double well 
order (DWO). 
(5) Let p :B - ,A  be a surjection in F~n, then define r :A- -*B by r(a)= 
minbLo(b) = a]. Obviously pr = ida, i.e., p admits a section, or F~ satisfies the 
axiom of choice. 
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In the previous paragraph we studied various properties of F~n; throughout the 
present paragraph let F be an abstract category with these properties, namely: 
(1) F has finite limits. 
(2) F has finite coproducts, which are stable under pullback, a strict initial 
object 0, and every morphism in F has an image decomposition, also stable under 
pullback. 
(3) 2 = 1 I11 is the subobject classifier, thus every subobject has a complement. 
The complement of Y >---> X will be denoted by CxY. Moreover for any morphism 
f:A--->B the functor f - I :F (B ,  2)-->F(A, 2) has a left adjoint 31 and a right 
adjoint '¢y. 
(4) 1 is a generator. 
(5) Every epimorphism q:B-->A in F has a section t :A---> B s.t. qt = idA. 
Having the terminator of F as a generator allows us to speak of 'elements of A' 
in F, namely morphisms a:l---~A. The fact that every object of F~ admits a 
double well order can be interpreted as saying that every object of F~ is 'finite'. 
In [13] Tarski studied several notions of finiteness; we will use some of them, or 
suitable adaptations thereof, to the context of F. In the presence of exponentia- 
tion and the axiom of choice, these notions are equivalent, not so in F! 
Def in i t ion .  An I-indexed family ofsubob]ects of A is a subobject X > ~ A l-[ L For 
k:l---> I we denote by Xk the pullback of X along ida 11 k, obviously Xk is a 
subobject of A. 
Def in i t ion .  An object A e F is Tarski finite (TF) if for any I e F and any/-indexed 
family X of subobjects of A there is k" 1---> I such that Xk is minimal, with respect 
to inclusion, among Xj with j :  1---> I. 
Proposition 1. I f  X is TF, then any preorder on X has a minimal element (and a 
maximal one as well). 
Proof. Let ~< denote the preorder, it is given by Y ~ X l-I X with (xl, x2) e Y iff 
x~ ~<x2. We can interpret Y as a X-indexed family of subobjects of X with 
Y~ = {x' Ix' <~x}. From TF it follows that there is a minimal subobject Yz, then 
dearly z is a minimal element of X. (For a maximal element interpret Y as a 
X-indexed family given by x Y = {x' Ix ~< x'}.) [] 
Observe that any TO (total order) on X, which is TF, has a maximum and a 
minimum element. Let ~ be a partial order (TO, WO) on A and let B ~ A be 
any subobject of A. We can define a new order on A, denoted ~<B by looking at 
the restrictions of ~< to B and to B'= CAB, denoted respectively <~1, ~<2, and 
declaring that every element of B is 'less than' every element of B'. Formally this 
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is done by setting ~<n= ~<~11 (B 1-I B ' ) I I  ~<2 which is a subobject of A 1-IA = 
(B H B') II (B H B') = (B 1-I B) 1I (B 1-I B') H (B' 1-I B) H (B' 1-I B'). It is easy to 
check that ~<~ is a partial order, moreover if <~ was a TO or a WO, then so is ~<n. 
I 
For an object A ~ F~z equipped with a DWO, let <A denote the subobject of 
A I IA  given by <A = {(al, a2) I aa <a2} and similarly ~<A = {(al, az) lal ~<a2}. 
Given any a:l--->A we form the pullback diagrams: 
[a )={a ' la '<a} ' <A [a]={a' la'<~a} ' <<-A 
1 a ~ A 1 . ~- A 
Let ao, ax be the smallest and the largest element of A and Ao = CAaO, 
A I=CAa l  with the induced order, so that we have order isomorphisms 
1L IA0~A ~A1H1.  It is obvious that <A is in fact a subobject of A1 IIA0. For 
a ~ Aa let o(a) = min{x I a < x } ~ A0 and for a e A0 let at(a) = max{x [ x < a } e A 1 
called respectively the successor and predecessor of a. We have at(a) < a < tl(a) 
and the equivalences a(a') <~ a" iff a' < a" iff a' <~ at(a") and a' < a(a") iff a' <~ a" 
iff at(a')< a". Then from a '< a" it follows that a(a' )< a(a") and at (a ' )< at(a"), 
indeed a(a ' )=min{x la '<x}~a"<a(a" )  etc. Also a<x iff a(a)<-x iff 
ate(a) < x which by trichotomy implies ate(a) = a and similarly oat(a) = a, i.e., o, 
at are order isomorphisms inverse to each other. 
We define two endomorphisms: 
min(X) if x = max(X), 
a°(x) = [min{x' I x<x '}  otherwise, 
= [ max(X) if x = min(X), 
a'°(x) (max{x' Ix' <x} otherwise. 
Note that either x = max(X) or x <f (x )  and also either x = min(X) or g(x) <x. 
In fact a ° and ato are isomorphisms inverse to each other. 
Lenmm 2 (Finite Induction). For any monomorphism m : X'  >---> X with X ~ TF if 
rain(X) ~ X '  and x ~ X implies a(x) ~ X, then m is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Assume the opposite and let xo=min(CxX ' ) .  Then xo~min(X ' )  so 
x0 = ata(Xo) and at(Xo) ~ X'. But by hypothesis at(Xo) e X, a contradiction. [] 
Two variants of finite induction follow: 
Corollary 3. For any u, v :A---> B, with A, B ~ TF, if u(min(A))= v(min(A)) and 
UOA = VOA, then u = v. 
Proof. Apply the above to E = eq(u, v). [] 
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Coro l lary  4.  For any u "A-->A with A • TF, if u(min(A)) = rain(A) and uo = ou, 
then u = idA. 
Proof. Use the above with v = idA. [] 
Proposition 5. I f  X is TF, then every TO on X is a WO, therefore a DWO. 
ProoL If ~< is a TO on X and Y ~ X any subobject with complement Y',  then 
the order ~<v on X has a minimum, which is the claimed minimum element of Y. 
Likewise taking the maximum of ~<Y' we get the maximum element of Y. [] 
Proposition 6. I f  for every I • F any preorder on I has a minimal element, then 
every object of  F is TF. 
Proof. Let Y ~ X 17[ I be any/- indexed family of subobjects of X. We define a 
preorder on I by setting i ~< j iff Y~ c Yj. Let k be a minimal element of L Then Yk 
is a minimal element of the family Y. (For the reader of formal persuasion the 
order on I is given by a subobject whose characteristic function is ~p = Vp23[ :~ 
(XP12, XP13)] where X is the characteristic function of Y>--->XIII and the 
morphism in the bracket is the composite X 1-I I I] I-- ,  2 r[ 2. Applying the 
universal gives us the desired ~p :I 1-[ I~  2.) [] 
Corollary 7. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Every X • F is TF. 
(b) For every X • F any TO on X is a WO. 
(c) For every X • F any TO on X is a DWO. 
(d) For every X • F any preorder on X has a minimal element. 
(e) For every X • F any partial order on X has a minimal element. [] 
Definition. X is endo-finite (EF) if there is an endomorphism f :  X - ,  X such that 
if f lifts to X' ~ X, then X' ~ 0 or X' = X. 
Proposition 8. If X admits a DWO, then X is EF. 
Proof. Let (y0 be the endomorphism defined previously and assume that f has a 
proper lifting to X '  ~-* X, i.e., we have the commutative diagram: 
X'  ~°°  X' 
I i 
X °°,X 
If max(X) ¢ X', then let x' - max(X'), but o°(x ') > x' implies that o°(x ') ¢ X'  
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contradicting the fact that a ° lifts to X'. If on the other hand max(X)• X' let 
X" =CxX'  and let x" =min(X"). Then x"= e°~r°(x") and ~r°(x ")<x", hence 
~°(x") •X '  which in turn implies x"= a°:r°(x ") •X ' ,  a contradiction. So X' 
1 
cannot be proper. [] 
Definition. We say that X • AUTO (AUWO), i.e., X admits a unique total (well) 
order if: 
(a) There is a total (well) order on X. 
(b) Any two total (well) orders on X are order isomorphic. 
Proposition 9. /f X • AUTO, then 'the' TO on X is a WO. 
Proof. Claim: X has a least element, indeed pick any z • X and if z is not the 
least, then let Z= {xlz<~x }. By hypothesis we have an order isomorphism 
f : (X,  <~)-~ (X, ~<z), but ~<z has a least element, namely z, so Xo=f- l (z)  is the 
first element of X. Given Y>--->X again there is an order isomorphism 
g:(X, <~) ~ (X, <~Y), hence rain(Y) = g(xo). For max(Y) proceed by duality. [] 
Corollary 10. /f  X • AUTO, then X • AUWO. 
Corollary 11. I f  X ~ F implies X • AUTO, then X • F implies X is TF. 
Proof. Use Proposition 9 and Corollary 7. [] 
Definition. We say that F satisfies COMP if for any two well orders on X there is 
an order embedding of one into an initial segment of the other. 
Proposition 12. /f A e F implies A ~ AUWO, then F satisfies COMP. 
Proof. Given (A', ~<') and (A", <~") form A = A' HA" and install on A the well 
orders ~a' and ~<a" in which A' respectively A" come first. 
A t A"  
is [ . . . . . .  1 [  . . . . . .  ] 
<~A'is [ ' ' 'A  " ' ' ' ] [ ' ' "  A' " ' ' ]  
By AUWO there is an order isomorphism f between them. If f(max'(A'))~ A", 
then f embeds A' as an initial segment of A". If max'(A")) ~ A' (as in the above 
picture), then max"(A"))<f(max'(A')) and f-1 embeds A" as an initial segment 
inA'.  [] 
Definition. We say that X ~ F is Dedekind Finite (DF) if any monomorphism 
X ~ X must be an isomorphism. 
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Proposition 13. If  F satisfies COMP, X has a TO and is TF, then X is DF. 
Proof. Let m:X  ~ X be any monomorphism and ~< the given order on X. By 
Proposition 7 it is a DWO. If m is not an isomorphism, let i : Y  ~ X be the 
complement of Ira(m). As Im(m) is isomorphic to X it has a DWO. On the other 
hand Y also is equipped with a DWO merely by being a subobject of X. Endow X 
with another order relation ~<' in which Ira(m) is an initial segment followed by 
Y. by COMP we have either: 
(a) an initial embedding n :(X, ~<') >---> (X, ~<) or 
(b) an initial embedding n : (X, ~<) >---> (X, ~<'). 
In the first case we consider f = nm :X--->X and observe that f (min(X) )= 
min(X) and fo  = of, so by finite induction f = idx, hence f (max(X) )= max(X). 
Let ye Y. Then m(max(X))<'y,  thus max(X)=f(max(X))=nm(max(X))<n(y),  
a contradiction. In the second case n must be an isomorphism. If it is not, the 
set Y' ={y  [n i (y)<'y)  is not empty (max(Y)e Y', so let yo=min(Y')) .  Then 
nizc'(yo)<ni(yo)<Yo, so ni(yo)<-zl'O,o) and niz~'(y0)<zl'(y0), thus :r'(yo)e Y' 
contradicting the minimality of Yo. Therefore n is an isomorphism and we reason 
as in case (a) with f=n- tm:X- - ->X and arrive again at a contradiction; 
in conclusion, m must be an isomorphism. [] 
Proposition 14. /f F satisfies COMP and X ~ F implies X has a TO and is TF, then 
X e AUTO.  
Proof. Given <~', ~<" TO's on X, by Proposition 7 they are DWO's and hence 
comparable. Proposition 13 forces the order embedding to be an 
isomorphism. [] 
We sum up the above in: 
Theorem 15. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X e F implies X ~ AUTO. 
(b) X e F implies X e AUWO and X is TF. 
(c) F satisfies COMP and X ~ F implies X has a TO and is TF. 
Furthermore, each of the above implies: 
(d) X e F implies X has a TO, is TF and DF. 
By abuse of language we' write F e AUTO if for every object X of F we have 
X e AUTO.  
Proposition 16. I f  F e AUTO,  then for any I ~ F, F/I ~ AUTO (i.e. AUTO/s  a 
stable (see [41) property). 
Proof. Let p" X--~ I be an  object of F/I and let <1, <2 be two TO's on it (i.e., 
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TO's on each fiber p-l(/)). Intuitively, we use AUTO on each fiber and then glue 
together the fiberwise isomorphisms to get a global order isomorphism. Let < be 
any TO on I (hence WO), we obtain two TO's (WO's) on X in the following 
t 
fashion: x <'y iff p(x) <p(y)  v [p(x) =p(y)  ^  x <1 Y] and similarly for x <"y 
using <2. Note that either x <'  y or x <"y implies p(x) <~p(y). By AUTO in F, 
we have an order isomorphism f : (X ,  <') -o  (X, <"). We want to show that in 
fact f eF/I, that is, pf =p (i.e., f respects the fibers). Let Xo = min'{x ]pf(x)~ 
p(x)}, xl=f(xo), io=p(xo) and i l=p(xl). If i1<i0, then for all x ~p-1(il), 
x <Xo hence f(p-l(i l)) cp-t( is) ,  thus by DF, f restricted to p-l(i l) is also onto. 
So there exists y such that p (y )= i l  and f (y )=x l  which with f(xo)=x~ 
contradicts the fact that f is an isomorphism. On the other hand if i0 < il, then for 
all X > Xo we have il =pf(xo) <~pf(x). Let Xo = f-lp-l(io); then xo ~ Xo, also if 
y ~ Xo, then p(y) > io implies y > Xo, so f(y) >f(xo) contradicting f(y) ~ p-l(io). 
Likewise p(y) < io implies pf (y) = p(y) again contradicting f(y) e p-l(io), Thus 
Xo=p-l(io) and f(Xo)=p-l(io) which contradicts the fact that p-l(io) is DF. 
Hence io = il, that is pf  = p. [] 
Lemma 17. /f  F e AUTO, then for any surjection p :(B, <B)---> A there exist 
sections ro, rl :A--> B such that for any b ~ B, p(b) = a implies ro(a) <<-B b <<-~ rl(a). 
Proof. Given p as above, the AC provides a section r:A ~ B. A admits a TO 
<a, which in turn helps define a new TO, <'  on B, namely b <c itip(b) <A p(c) 
or p(b) =p(c)  A b <B c. Clearly, if b <'  c, then p(b) <A p(c). A third order <, 
can be defined on B, which places r(a) at the beginning of each fiber Ba =p- l (a) ,  
namely b<,c  iff p(b)<p(c) or p(b)=p(c)A[b=rp(b)vb: / : rp(b)Ac: / :  
rp(c) ^  b <'  c]. All of <B, <'  and <, are TO's in F/A which has AUTO, so we 
have fiber preserving isomorphisms g: (B, <B)--* (B, <') and f :  (B, <')--* 
(B, <,). g- l f - l r  is a section for p and it has the property that p(b)= a 
implies f- lr(a) <~' b. [] 
To study arbitrary iterates of an endomorphism we need the following 
definition. 
Dellnltion. We say that F ~ TF has non-standard iteration (NSI) if for 
f :A--* A and any I with a WO there exists f* : I ]-I A---, A such that: 
(i) For any a ~ A, f*(O, a) = a (here 0 denotes the first element of I). 
(ii) For any a~A,  ie I ,  f*(oi, a)=ff*(i, a) (with o as above). 
any 
Theorem 18. If F has NSI, then F satisfies COMP. 
Proof. Let A, B e F be two well ordered objects and o°:A---,A as defined 
earlier. By NSI we have a morphism o* :B I-IA--*A, and let g:B-..,A be defined 
using 0 the least element of A, g (b)=o*(b ,  0). For b=/=max(B) we have 
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g(ab)=a*(ab ,  O)=o°a*(b,  0). If ax=max(A)¢ Im(g) ,  then o°a*(b, 0)= 
aa*(b, 0), i.e., ga = og. Claim: B is an initial segment of A. First, with deliberate 
imprecision, g(0) = 0, next g is order preserving, for let a' = min{a [ =la"[a < a" h 
g(a") <~ g(a)]}, then 
g(a') = g(o~a') = og(~a') < og(~a") = g(o:m") = g(a"), 
a contradiction. This also proves that g is a monomorphism. Similarly we prove 
that if a <a '  and a '•  Ira(g), then a • Im(g). On the other hand if al • Im(g), 
then let b 8 = nf in{b[g(b)= a~}. The same argument shows that g restricted to 
[bg) is an order preserving bijection, thus A is an initial segment of B. [] 
Definition. A subobject c" C ) > (,4 H 1) I] A • F is called an A-cardinal classifier 
(A-cc) if for any I • F and any subobject (Pl, p,4): R >---> I I ]  A there exists a 
unique morphism ZR "I-->A II 1 such that the diagram below is a pullback. 
R ~ C 
17Al l1  
Remarks. By a standard argument about universal notions any two A-cc are 
isomorphic. The 1-cc is just the subobject classifier. Any B >--,A gives rise to a 
morphism XB:I-->ALI1. We could insist that the 'characteristic map' Za 
associated to any isomorphism is i2, then strict subobjects of A are classified by 
morphisms 1-->A. A better name for ZB is 'the cardinality of B'. Indeed, if B, C 
are isomorphic subobjects of A, then the definition of the A-cc implies that 
ZB =ZC- 
Theorem 19. I f  F e AUTO, then for any A e F there exists an A-cc. 
ProoL Let <A H t be 'the' order relation on ALI 1 which has I as its last element. 
Then we claim that >A ILl I ~-~ (AI I  1) l-[ A is an A-cc. For let (pt, PA) : R >--, I I ]  A 
be such that for any i e I, Pl :R1) > A is an initial embedding. With I '=  Im(pt) 
and I" = C~I' we have a surjection pt:R-->l' ,  which by Lemma 17 admits a 
section rl(i) = (i, ai) satisfying (i, a) e R iff a <~ a i iff a < oai (where o :A---> A I I  1 is 
associated to <).  If we define 
xR(i) = { oa i if i e l ' , 
if i e l", 
then the above 'iffs' simply state that the diagram in the definition of the A-cc is a 
pullback. Given an arbitrary (p:, pA) 'R  ) ) I l iA ,  we invoke the proof of 
Proposition 16 and obtain an order isomorphism f : ( l  I] A,  <)-- ,  (I I] A,  <R) in 
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F/I and a pullback diagram: 
R ~ >AHI  
"l 1 
I x--ff-~ AH1 [] 
It is important to observe that for any a:l--->A we have a pullback diagram: 
[a) ) >A II 1 
I l 
1 " ~ .4 I I1  
which expresses the fact that every ordinal 'is' the set of its predecessors, or that 
the set [a) has cardinality a, formally x[a) = a. It follows that for any A' >---~A we 
have A' ~- [x(A')), henceforth A' c A" iff x(A') <~ x(A"). 
Using the notation established after Proposition 1, consider the morphisms: 
(pl, p2):>A>---)AI-IA1, (ql, q2):>B> >BIIB1 and form 
(>AI IB )H(A  II >a) >---) (A I IAx l iB )H(A  l iB  l iB0  
=A ii B II (A~ 11B~) >---) A 171B 1I (A I IB)I  
as we l l  as 
>/II >a >---)A HAI II B H B I=A H B H (A~ H B~) >---~A H B li(A HB)I. 
Since >, uB>---,(AIIB)II(AIIB)I and >AnB> >(AIIB)II(AIIBh are 
respectively (AHB)r and (Al-IB)rcardinal classifiers we have morphisms 
+ :A II B---~A IIB and x :A l-I B---->A I-I B such that the following are pullback 
diagrams: 
(>AIIB) I I (A I I>8)  ' >AIIB >AI-I>B ' >ArI8 
1 1 1 1 
AI-IB + , AHB A[ IB  ×, AI-IB 
The names + and x are justified by observing that the 'fibers' over (a, b) are 
respectively [a)El [b) and [a)l I  [b). This follows from the general properties of 
the pullback and the stability of the sum. Intuitively, for every A, B • F + and x 
internalize (localize) the categorical operations II and l i .  
We further emark that given two categories F, G with (1)-(5) and AUTO and 
a functor ~:F - - ,  G which preserves those limits and colimits that exist in F, this 
functor will preserve cardinal classifiers as well as + and x defined above. All we 
have to show is ~(>x)~ >x; the rest follows from the preservation of sums, 
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products, etc. Since reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity are properties expressed 
in terms of finite limits ~(>x)  is an order relation. From <x t.J ~>x = X l-I X we get 
~(<~) U ~(~>~)= ~XI-I  ~X, i.e., <~ is a TO, by AUTO we have the desired 
isomorphism. 
Returning to F~ we observe that it satisfies the conditions (1)-(5). Moreover, 
every object of F~ admits a TO and: 
Proposition 20. Every object of F~n is TF. 
q.: 
Proof. Let X e F~; by the proof of Proposition 5 it suffices to show that every 
TO on X has a least element. So, given qg(x, y), ~p(x) e Ao, a eM let Xo >---> [a) 
be the subobject of [a) defined by ~p for each a. Now let 
O(a)=--Va[{"qg(x, y) Ax  <a A y<a isa  TOonXa"  ^ =lx <a~p(x)} ==> 
:Ix <a  [~p(x) A Vy <a [~p(y) ~ qg(x, y)]]]. 
Informally this says that not only < (the usual order on X) is a WO (by IA0), but 
any Ao-defmable TO on X is a WO. 
We show by induction on a that ~ ~ Va O(a). 
If a = 0, then the statement is trivially true. Assume it true for some a. Then if 
Xa+l = Xo, the <~'-least element of X~ is the ~<'-least element of Xo+I. Otherwise 
we have X~+I = Xa H {a} and let x0 = min'(X~). If x0 <~' a, then Xo is also the least 
element of X~+I, else if a < '  x0, then a is the ~<'-least element of Xa+~. [] 
Definition. ~ has Ao-PHP (pigeon hole principle) if for any a e M and any 
morphism f :  [a)--* [a - 1) there are elements x', x" ~ [a) such that f (x ' )  =f(x") 
(i.e., there are no monomorphisms from [a) to [a -  1)). (See [16], [12].) 
Proposition 21. ~2 has Ao-PHP iff every object of F~ is DF. 
Proof. (~)  Let Xe  F~ be defined as a subobject of some [a) and f:X>--->X a 
proper monomorphism. Extend f to f '  :[a) >---> [a) by setting f '  to be the identity 
on the complement of X in [a), f '  is still a proper monomorphism. Pick an 
element x0 ~ Im(f ' )  and define 
l f ' ( x  ) i f f ' (x )~a-  1, 
g(x) = [x o if f ' (x )  = a - 1. 
Thus we constructed a monomorphism [a) >---> [a - 1) contradicting the hypothesis. 
(~)  Conversely, if we have a monomorphism we compose it with the 
monomo.rphism i : [a - 1) ~ [a) which embeds [a - 1) as an initial segment of [a) 
to obtain a monomorphism [a) > > [a). By assumption it must be an isomorphism, 
hence i must be surjective which is a contradiction. [] 
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Theorem 22. The following are equivalent: 
(x) • COMP. 
(2) F~ • AUTO. 
(3) Every TO on X • F~ is order isomorphic to an object of  the form [a) for 
some a • M. 
ProoL (1)¢:> (2) by Theorem 15 and Proposition 20. 
(1) ~ (3) Given f :X  ~-~ [a), by COMP either X is initially embedded in [a), in 
which case we take ax = max(Im(X)) and we get X ~-[at + 1), or [a) is initially 
embedded in X, in which case we obtain a monomorphism from [a) to [a). By DF 
it must be an isomorphism and thus f must be surjective, so X - -  [a). 
(3) ~ (2) Obvious. [] 
Remark. Condition (3) is a non-uniform version of what Paris and Wilkie call 
'counting in ~F~'. Woods proved that if we can count in ~F~, then ~ ~ A0-PHP. The 
above equivalences how that Proposition 13 is another version of this result. 
(Woods' result is cited in [12].) 
Let F be an essentially small category satisfying the properties (1)-(5) in 
Section 3 such that F • AUTO and let ~l ,  be its skeleton, i.e., the set of 
isomorphism classes of objects, these will be denoted _A, _B, etc. Thus ~1~ r has an 
element 0= ~ and well defined operations s(_A)=AII1,  _A + _B =AHB and 
_A x _B = A IF[ B. The algebraic properties of s, +, x are a trivial consequence of 
the similar properties of the sum and product in a category. Also ~9~F has an order 
relation, _A <~ _B is given by any monomorphism A ~ B between representatives. 
(The only non-trivial part is the symmetry, given m:A~ > B and n:B  >--*A we 
form the composite mn : B ~-, B which by Theorem 15 must be an isomorphism, 
hence so will be m and n). The same Theorem 15 implies that this is in fact a total 
order. Moreover s (0)= 1 and, as 1 is a generator for F, we have _A = 0 or 
s(0) ~< _A, so ~RF is a model for P-.  It remains to prove that ~F  satisfies LA0, the 
least number principle. 
Let A be a representative of _A. By AUTO >a u 1 -'>A 111 is an A-cc providing 
a bijective correspondence b tween the elements of A and strict initial subobjects 
B>--~A. From it w~ get subsets of ~0~r namely, for every a: l - - ,A ,  S(a)= 
{B_ Ix(B)<a} and S(A)= {B Ix(n)<iz}. Clearly S(a)cS(A)  and for a<b we 
have S(a)=S(b) .  More generally, to any X>--->All- I . . .HA,,  corresponds a 
subset 
S(X)= {(_B,,..., B,,)  I B~ >-*  A , ,  (x (B , ) ,  . . . , )( ,(B,,))  • X}  , -  
S(A,) [ I ' "  II S(A.). 
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Also to f :A- ->B corresponds a function S(f) given by S(f)U_ = "the iso-class of 
{b I b <fx (U)}" ,  making S into a functor from F to SET. In general S is not a 
surjection, nor is it full, but its image contains the Ao-definable subsets of ~[I~ v.
Theorem 23. For any qg(xl, . . . , Xm, Yl, • • •, Yn) • Ao and any _A1, • • •, -Am, 
B_ I , . . . ,  B_n e ~v  there is a subobject X(qo) > >A1 I I - - "  I]Am (in F) such that 
(X1, . . . ,Xm)  eS(X(~p))  iff (X(Xl) ,  . . . , X (Xm))•X(qg)  iff ~[_XI<-A,^  
" ' "  ^ Xm <-Am A I~0(X1, . . . , Xm,  _n l , . . . ,  -nn)]. Moreover  the construction o f  
X (  cp ) is functorial. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of tp. Let qg(x, y, z) - [x + y = z] and let 
_A, _B, _C•~IRr such that _A+_B=_C. Then X(q0) is the graph of +:AI-IB---> 
A II B = C. Indeed (U, V_ , W_ ) • S(X(qO)  iff [_U<_A^_V<_B^_W<_C^ 
(x(U) ,  x (V) ,  x (W))•X(cp) ] .  The  last condition is equivalent to x (U)+ jr(V) = 
x(W), thus to UI IV=W,  hence to _U+_V=_W. It may be the case that 
_A + _B < _(7 or _A + _B > _C. In the first case X(q0) is obtained by composing with the 
initial injection of A HB into C, in the second case by pulling back (i.e., 
restricting the graph of +): 
x(q0) , c 
I I 
AI IB  + , A II B 
Analogously when qg(x, y, z) --- Ix x y . -  z], X(q0) is the graph of x. It is easy to 
verify that X(rpA~p)=X(qg) f ' lX (~p)  and X(-acp)=CAX(cp) .  Finally for 
qg(x) -= ::ly • B ~p(x, y) we take X(q0) - Im(f), where f is  the composition with the 
projection X0p ) >---> A lI B---> A. 
Here functorial means that given two categories F, G with 3 (1)-(5) and 
AUTO and a functor ff>:F--> G which preserves limits and colimits (those that 
exist) we have OX(~p)= Y(q0). Y(q0), of course, denotes the corresponding 
subobject of OA1 I I" • • I I  OAm in G. Again we proceed by induction: the local + 
and x are preserved as we remarked earlier and so are the operations which 
increase the complexity of the formula q9 being merely limits and colimits. [] 
Theorem 24. ~ satisfies LAo. 
Proof. Let q~(x) • Ao be such that ~F~ ~r ~(x). Choose _B such that ~F~ ~(_B), 
let _A > _B and consider X(q0)>--->A and S(X(cp)). We have _B • S(X(qg)), so 
X(qg) q: 0 and since A • AUWO we let a = min{X(q0}. Then [_a) • S(X(cp)),  thus 
~[I~F~ q0([a)), also if ~I~F~ [_U<_A A q~(_U)], then x(V)•X(cp) ,  hence a <x(U) ,  so 
[_a)-< V. [] 
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In the remainder of this section we shall summarize what the foregoing 
statements ell us about he two constructions we have given: a category F~ from 
a model ~2 of P- + IA0, and in the oppositive direction, a model ~2r of P- + IAo 
from a category F with 3 (1)-(5) and such that F e AUTO. 
Let us say, by an abuse of language, that a model ~IR of I/to has the property 
AUTO if F~ e AUTO: that is, if for any two /to-defined TO's on a bounded, 
Ao-defined subset of ~1~ there is a/to-defined order isomorphism between them; 
or equivalently (Theorem 22) that every/t0-defined TO on a bounded,/t0-defined 
subset of ~ is order isomorphic, via a/to-defined isomorphism, to [a) for some 
aeM.  
Note that, on the face of it, this is not a first-order property of a model of 
arithmetic, not even a general first-order property. This contrasts with the fact 
that AUTO is a first-order property of a category. We do not know at present 
whether every model of I/t0 has AUTO. This is connected with a major open 
question about IA0: "does I/to imply the A0-PHP?". For by Theorem 15 and 
Proposition 21, if ~IR has AUTO, then ~ satisfies the Ao-PHP. (Parenthetically, 
Ao-PHP/s a general first-order property.) 
Definition. Let ~CI~, 92 be models of IAo and f:~R--~ 92 an embedding preserving 
O, s, + and x: f is a Ao-elementary embedding if for any Ao-fOrmula 
O(x l , . . . , x , , )  and any a l , . . . ,aneM we have ~R~O(a l , . . . ,an)  iff 92~ 
O(fal, . . . ,fan). 
Now if f :  ~[)?---> 92 is a Ao-elementary embedding, we may extend it to a functor 
lCf :F~---> F~ by specifying for any Ao-formula tp(x, u), 
Ff({x e ~0~ I ~[)~x <a  ^  tp(x, u)})= {y e 92 [ 92~y <fa ^  q~(y, fu)} 
and for every morphism v in F~ obtained from a functional relation ~p~ (x, y, u), 
Ff(v) is the morphism in F~ given by the functional (this because f is 
Ao-elementary) relation ~p,,(x, y, fu). Furthermore, if v :A---> B and v':B---> C are 
morphisms in F~, then Fr(v'v ) = F1(v')Ff(v). Since v and v' are given by the 
functional relations Vo(x, y, u), ~Po'0', z, u'), respectively, their composition v'v  
is obtained from the functional relation 
~p~,,,,(x, z, u, u') -- 3y e B [~Po(x, y, u) A ~p,,.(y, Z, u')]. 
/ 
So Ff(v'v) is obtained from 3y e fB  [lp~(x, y, fu) a ~p~,(y, z fu')], which is the 
composition of Ff(v) and F1(v' ), again using the fact that f is A0-elementary. 
We claim that F r is faithful and that it preserves limits and colimits (those that 
exist in F~). To see that it is faithful let v', v":A---~B be any morphisms in F~ 
such that F1(v' ) = F1(v" ), where A is given by a Ao-formula tp restricted to a and 
v', v" are given by ~p~., ~p~.. The previous equality is an abbreviation for 
92 ~ Vx < fa [q0Cx ) ^ ap~,(x, y', fu) A ~p~.(X, y", fu) :~ y' = y"]. 
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As f is Ao-elementary we have 
~Vx <a [qg(x) ^  apv,(x, y', u) ^  ~,,.(x, y", u )~y '  = y"], 
which simply says that v' = v". The preservation of limits and colimits proceeds in 
a similar vein. Lastly, from the definition of Ff it is obvious that given f :  ~R---> 92 
and g :92---> ~ we have Fs¢ = FsF/. 
Starting with a faithful, limit and colimit preserving functor ~:F---> G between 
categories satisfying 3 (1)-(5) and AUTO, we obtain a Ao-elementary embedding 
~2v:~Rr---~[l~c by setting ~v(_A) = O(A). It is an embedding, for O(A)= O(0) 
implies ~(trueA)= trueO(A)= false~,f~t)= ~(falseA) and by faithfulness, truea = 
false^, thUS A = 0. Clearly ~0~ preserves 0, s, +, x. Let 0 be a A0-formula such 
that ~02F~ 0(_A), then ~ ~ 0(A) ^  _A <_AII 1. By Theorem 23 there is a subobject 
X(O) ~ A 11 1 such that _A e S(X(O)) and tP(A) e S(Y(O)) for the corresponding 
Y(O) O(A) I I  1, which, in turn gives ~ O(O(A)). Again it is trivial to verify 
that for O :F -oG and gt:G--->H, we have ~,o= ~2o.  The stage is now set 
for: 
Theorem 25. The operations ~)~--*F~ and F - - *~ form an equivalence of 
categories between, on one hand, the category of models of IA o with AUTO and 
Ao-embeddings between them, and on the other hand, the category of categories 
with 3 (1)-(5) and AUTO and faithful, limit and colimit preserving functors. 
Proof. Starting from a model ~2 we build F~z from which we further build ff¢,~. 
There is a canonical function f :~0~--~ ~F~, namely f(a) = [_a) which is an injection 
(as argued before [_a) = 0 leads to a = 0). Given A c F~, by AUTO there exists 
a e M such that A ~ [a), thus f is a surjection as well. Obviously, f preserves 0, s, 
+ and x, moreover ~[1~ tp(a) iff ~IR~ tp(a) ^ a  + 1 iff a=x([a)cX(tp))>--->[a + 1) 
iff ~I~F~q0([a))^[a)<[a+l)  iff ~qF~tp(f(a)),  in other words f is a ^o- 
elementary isomorphism. 
From a category F we construct a model ~v  and from it another category F~,, 
and we have a canonical functor ¢/, :F---> F~,, O(A)= [_A) and for u :'A---> B and 
A' c [_A), O(u)A' = [ux(A')). If ~(u)= O(v), then for any a eA  we have 
[u(a)) = [u(x([a))) = ~(u) [a )= ~(v) [a)= [u(x([a))) = [u(a)), 
therefore u = v, that is • is faithful. Given v:[_A)--->[_B) and a cA  let 
u(a) = X(v[a)). Then O(u)A' = [X(v[x(A'))) = [xv(A')) = v(A'), i.e., • is full. 
Finally, for any object {tp I_A} of F~, Theorem 23 gives a subobject X(q0) >---> A 
in F such that _B c {q9 I_A} iff ff~r ~ tp(_B) ^  _B <_A iff x(B)cX(qg) iff _B e [X(tp)), 
i.e., [X(qg))~ {tp [ _A} so that • is an equivalence in the category of categories 
with 3 (1)-(5) and AUTO. [] 
As an immediate consequence of the equivalence F~F~,, ,  we have that 
F e AUTO iff ~g~F • AUTO. 
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. 
De f in i t ion .  A topos is a category E which has: 
(a) finite limits (e.g., a terminal object denoted 1, finite products, equalizers, 
pullbacks), 
(b) a subobject classifier, i.e., a monomorphism t:l>--->f2 such that any 
monomorphism :X' >---> X admits a unique characteristic morphism Xm :X---> 
and conversely. "l~hey are related by the pullback diagram: 
X' ~ 1 
I 
X x~Q 
(c) for any object AcE  the functor A I-I-:E--~E has a right adjoint 
(-)A:E--*E, that is, there is a bijective correspondence between morphisms 
A lI X--. Y and morphisms X--* yA. 
From these axioms it follows that the topos E is a generalization f the category 
of sets, it is typed intuitionistic set theory. As in set theory it is possible to replace 
(c) by: 
(c') for any object A e E there is an object denoted £2 a such that for any X e E 
the monomorphisms S~-~A [ IX  are in bijective correspondence with the 
morphisms X---* g2 A. 
We think of KX t as 'the power set of A'. 
If one adds: 
(d) every epimorphism p : B--. A admits a section s : A ~ B such that ps = ida 
(this is the categorical version of the Axiom of Choice), 
then the logic of the topos becomes classical and the topos E also satisfies (e) 
which, sometimes, in the absence of AC, is added as an axiom. 
(e) the subobjects of I form a set of generators, i.e., given f, g: A ~ B, f :/: g 
implies that there is a subobject U ~-~ 1 and a morphism a:U--*A (a U-defined 
element of A) such that fa :/: ga. 
So (d) makes E resemble closely a Boolean-valued model of set theory and we 
get the equivalent of a model of the usual set theory with the separation axiom, 
but without he replacement and the infinity axioms by adding to (a)-(d): 
(e') I is a generator. 
Such a topos will be called a category of sets. Also, a topos has all finite colimits 
[4], whereby a category of sets fulfills 3 (1)-(5). 
Information about general category theory is available in [8] and about topos 
theory in the monograph [4]. In particular [in Ch. 5.4] a language and its 
interpretation in a topos are described. They allow us to construct objects in a topos 
which internalize notions expressed in typed predicate calculus in which each 
quantifier ranges only over one type. 
We illustrate this capability by several examples which will be used later. 
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The bijection in (c) is accomplished by using the canonical morphism 
ev-yA l-lA--+ i,7., often ev(f, a) will be replaced by f(a). In particular we have 
ev" ~yi rl A ~ ~2 to which, by (b), corresponds a subobject of ~2 A II A denoted by 
CA because 'it consists' of pairs (A', a) with A' >--->A and a cA'.  Also by (c) from 
the morphism ' 
ev(id I] ev)" Z v l-[ yx  I-[ X--.  Z v II Y--> Z 
we derive a 'composition' morphism c'ZVl-I YX--->zX and write gf instead of 
c(g, f).  These are used to define Iso(X, Y), the object of isomorphisms from X to 
Y. First we take the pullbacks: 
C' ~1 C" ,1  
I I I I 
yX l-I X Y ~, X x X r H yx  , yr  
and let C = C' f3 C". Intuitively C consists of pairs (f, g) such that gf = idx and 
fg =idv. Next, Iso(X, Y) is the image of the composite morphism: C>--~ 
yx  rl x Y--. yx, it is the subobject of yx  consisting off 's for which there exists an 
inverse g. It is customary to denote this image by 3pr[C] using the (typed) 
existential quantifier available in any topos. When X, Y are equipped with order 
relations, first we carve out of yx  (and X r) the subobject of order preserving 
morphisms and proceed in a similar fashion to construct Ois(X, Y), the object of 
order isomorphisms from X to Y. 
The isomorphisms from A to A act on the power set of A by taking the 
preimage, formally this action is realized as a morphism pre: Qa II Iso(A, A) -o  
ggt. To this end start with the pullback: 
P ~ c 
I i 
~2aHIso (A, A)r lA  ~ QAHAAI-[A idl'lev ~'~a , HA  
In turn, by (b), this yields a morphism Xv: £2A rI Iso(A, A) I-I A ~ fl from 
which using (c) we get the desired morphism. Indeed, P 'consists' of triples 
(B , f ,a )  with B~.->A and facB  (or ac f - l (B ) ) ,  so that the morphism pre 
associates to (B, f) the subobject f-X(B). 
In the context of topos theory it is natural to consider the notion of stability 
(under pullback). We illustrate it by a 'generic' example. The fact that in a topos 
coequalizers are stable means that for any coequalizer diagram: 
(*) Y--~ X--~ Q 
and any morphism f :Q ' - - .  Q the pullback of (,) along f is a coequalizer as well. 
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. 
It has been shown by Bennett and Paris & Dimitracopoulos [1, see also 2] that 
one can define in IA o a Ao-predicate E(x, y, z) whose intuitive meaning is x y = z 
which has all the usual properties of exponentiation, e.g., x"+"=x"xx  ~. 
Moreover upon restricting to the initial segment consisting of the standard 
natural numbers, E is the exponential function. On the other hand IA o 
does not guarantee that this is a total function, so the statement 
EXP-Vx  Vy 3z E(x, y, z) is added as an axiom. IAo+ EXP was studied by 
various authors, e.g., [2] [12], and found to be sufficiently strong to develop much 
of elementary number theory [2] [16]. One goal of this work is to provide 
additional evidence that this is a natural set of axioms. We show that the 
combinatorial counterpart of a model of IA0 + EXP is similar to the category of 
finite sets, i.e., that it is a topos in which every object satisfies a finiteness 
condition (AUWO). 
Let ~ be a model of IAo + EXP, we build Fs~ as above and show that for every 
A e Fs~ there is another object denoted 2 ~t, such that we have a bijective 
correspondence b tween its elements 1~ 2 a and morphisms A ~ 2 (which in turn 
correspond bijectively to the subobjects of A). First let A = [a); then, naturally, 
we define 2 A = [2a). To each b e [2 a) we associate a function Xt, : [a)---~ 2 in the 
following fashion Xb(x)= rem(quot(b, 2x), 2), that is 'the x-th digit in the binary 
expansion of b'. 
Proposition 26. The function f (b ) = ;fb is a bijection. 
Proof. To show that it is injective we assume the opposite and consider 
b=min{c  l c<2 a A 3d <2° [Vx <ax~(x)=xa(X) A c<d]}. 
The existence of b is guaranteed by the fact that the functions X~, Xa are 
Ao-defmable in ~,  so that we can apply LAo to this set. Then, if b = 0, then for 
some d>0 and for al lx <a,  Xb(x)=O=xa(x). So B = {x I rem(d, 2")=0} is not 
empty and taking x' = max(B) we have Xa(x') = 1, a contradiction, hence b > 0. 
In which case we ,look at b' =quot(b, 2), d' =quot(d, 2) and observe that 
Xb.(X) = Xb(X + 1), Xd'(X)= Xa(X + 1) SO that Xb, = Xa' and also that b = 2 x b' + 
Xb(0), d = 2 x d' + Xd(0). As b < d, it follows that b' < d' and b'  < b contradicts 
the minimality of b, thus f is injective. 
The morphisms [a)--,2 can be ordered according to X <X'  itt 
=ixo <a [Vx <a [xo <x  =:> X(x) = x'(x)] ^  X(Xo) < X'(xo)]. 
Given x : [a ) - *2  let B = {b I b <a A Xb ~X}. It is non-empty because it contains 
O, so let c = max(B) .  If Xc < x, then there is z < a such that Xc(z) < X(Z) and let 
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x = max{z ]gc(z)<g(x)}.  Set d = (quot(c, 2x) + 1) ×2 x, clearly c<d and 
f Xc(Y) when x < y, 
Xa(Y) = 1 when x = y, 
0 when x > y, 
from which we can see that Xa < %, so Xa e B contradicting the maximality of c. 
We must have %c = %, i.e., f is surjective as well. [] 
Second, let A be a A0-definable subset of [a). Then we set 
2 a= {b ib  <2 a A Ix ~A~xb(x)=O]} .  
It is obvious that the elements of 2 A are in bijective correspondence with the 
morphisms A--> 2. 
In conjunction with the properties (1)-(5) this makes F~ a topos which satisfies 
AC, hence it is Boolean and in which 1 is a generator, hence the Boolean algebra 
which classifies ubobjects has only two elements, i.e., a category of sets. 
Theorem 27. In a category of  sets if an object A has a TO and is TF then 
A e AUTO. 
Proof. Let < be a TO on A. To its characteristic morphism Z< :A 1-I A---> 2 we 
associate the morphism init :A ~ 2 a which carries a e A to [a)>---> A. Given two 
TO's on A, < '  and <", we construct he subobject B >---> A given by: 
B = {a' la' eA A 3a" eA  :If e Iso(A, A) If restricted to init'(a') is an order 
isomorphism to init"(a")]}. 
Then min ' (A)eB  (by taking a"=min"(A)),  also if a '4:max'(A)  and aeB,  
then a'(a') e B. Indeed the ordered part of the isomorphism f : [a')--> [a") can be 
expanded to the order isomorphism f* : [a'a')---> [o"a") defined by: 
I a! x' 
Lf (a ' )  
when x ¢ a', f - l (a"),  
when x = a', 
when x = f- l (a").  
By the finite induction lemma we have B = A. [] 
In fact, in a category of sets all the finiteness notions found in [13] are 
equivalent, as one can replace the quantifiers employed in the proofs by typed 
ones. [] 
Corollary 28. /.f ~R I: IAo + EXP, then ~ has AUTO. 
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Proof. By the remarks before Theorem 27, F~ is a category of sets; Proposition 
20 and Theorem 27 show that 1~ e AUTO. [] 
Also, if F is a category of sets with AUTO, then ~Rv~ EXP: for if _A is the 
isomorphism class of A, then ~__ satisfies all the arithmetical conditions for 2 ~- .
Thus in the presence of exponentiation we can give a simplified version of 
Theorem 25. But before doing this we shall indicate another simplification. 
Lemma 29. Every model-theoretic embedding between models of IAo + EXP /s 
Ao-elementary. 
Proof. Dimitracopoulos and Gaifman [3], [2] proved that the Matijasevic- 
Robinson-Davis-Putnam theorem is provable in IAo+ EXP: more precisely, 
they showed that for every A0-formula O(x) there exist a universal formula 
Ou(x) and an existential formula OF.(x) such that IA0+EXP~Vx [0(x)<:~ 
Ov(x)C~OE(x)]. A standard model-theoretic argument shows that Ao-fOrmulas 
are preserved by embeddings between models of IAo + EXP. [] 
Theorem 30. The operations ~]~--->F~ and F-->~Rv form an equivalence of 
categories between, on one hand, the category of models of IA0 + EXP and 
embeddings, and on the other hand, the category of categories of sets with AUTO 
and faithful, limit and colimit preserving functors. 
Using this we can give a new proof of a model-theoretic result first shown by 
Handley and Paris. 
Corollary 31. Models of IA0 + EXP are closed under unions of chains. 
Proof. The axioms for,a category of sets with AUTO may be expressed in an 
existential way; a standard category-theoretic result says that such categories are 
closed under filtered colimits, so using Theorem 30 we move back and forth. ['7 
The same result is true without EXP, but with ALrrO and Ao-elementary 
embeddings by using a routine argument about filtered colimits of categories. 
This is true for the same reason: the axioms 3 (1)-(5) are existential. 
. 
Definition. Let ~[1~, ~ be models of IA0: ~ is an end extension of ~ (or ~ is an 
initial segment of ~)  if ~ is an extension of ~IR, and moreover b e ~ A a e ~[~ A 
~ ~ b < a =~ b ~ ~R. 
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Remark. If f:~2---~92 is an end extension, then it is also a A0-elementary 
embedding (this can be proved by induction on the complexity of the formulas). 
Hence f gives rise to a limit and colimit preserving faithful functor. 
Proposition 32. Let F, G be categories with 3 (1)-(5) and AUTO. I f  F, is a full 
subcategory of G, then ~ is an initial segment of ~G. 
Proof. Suppose that F is full in G and _B e ~[I~, _A e ~[1~, ~[I~ ~ _B <_A. Then we 
have a monomorphism f :  B ~ ~ A in G, let ~ : A ~ 2 be its characteristic function 
also in G. As both A and 2 are in F, by fulness ~ is in F as well, therefore B is in 
F. [] 
In the presence of exponentiation we can give a converse to Proposition 32: 
Proposition 33. Suppose ~J~, 92 are models of 1Ao+ EXP, if ~J~ is an initial 
segment of 92, then F~ is a full subcategory of F~. 
Proof. The embedding ~ >---> 92 preserves exponentiation since as mentioned in 
Section 6 "b a= c" is defined by a Ao-fOrmula. Just as in Proposition 26 we 
consider the bijection c ~ Xc between dements c e [b a) and morphisms Xc: [a)---> 
[b) given by Xc(x)=rem(quot(c, bX), b). Now suppose a, b e~[l~ and f:[a)--->[b) 
is a morphism in F~. Then for some c e 92 such that c < b ~, f = Xc, but bae 
since ~ ~ EXP and exponentiation is preserved. F~ contains g¢, the function 
defined in ~2 by the same A0-functional relation and by the A0-elementarity of the 
inclusion this function is exactly f. [] 
The next result shows that without EXP, Proposition 33 becomes false in 
general. It would be interesting to have an exact characterization of the cases 
where F~ is full in F~, for AUTO is preserved by full subcategories, o that some 
light might be shed on the problem of the strength of AUTO relative to IA o. 
In what follows N will denote the natural numbers, they form an initial segment 
(the 'standard part') of any model of IAo. 
De6nltion. Let ~,  ~I~' be models of IA o such that ~ is an initial segment of ~0~'. 
We say that • is cofinal in ~2, if for some a, b e ~T~' there is a morphism 
f:[a)-->[b) in F~, such that for al lx e ~[I~', x e ~El~C=>=ln e~d[x <f(n)] .  (See [5].) 
Example. Let ~T~' be a non-standard model of IAo + EXP, a ~ ~T~' a non-standard 
element and let ~]~ -- {x e ~2' I =In e ~d [x < a"]}. Obviously b = a ° will do. 
Theorem 34. Suppose ~I~'~IAo+EXP , ~f)~g lAo, Y~g~EXP and ~ is an initial 
segment of Y~' such that [~ is cofinal in ~.  Then F~ is not a full subcategory of 
F~o. 
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Proof. Fix a e ~02 such that 2" e ~R'\~0~, this is possible since ~ '  ~EXP and 
~II~-~EXP. Also fix e e~'\~II~ and de~'  such that for all neN,  ~l~'~d>2 e'.
Now let e-  be the structure whose domain is [e) and which is equipped with 3-ary 
relations + -,  x -  which are the graph of + and x restricted to [e) 3, and also the 
2-ary relation <- .  Note that [e) contains M. 
Any set in F~ is definable in e-  (with parameters from ~1~). It may be shown by 
induction on the complexity that for any A0-forrnula 0, there exists a formula 0* 
(in the language of e-)  such that for all b e~J~, ~f~O(b)c~e-~ O*(b). The only 
non-trivial step is for bounded quantifiers: assume that 0 = Vx < c tp (x, b) and tp* 
has already been found. But ~J~Vx<ccp(x ,b)c~e-~Vx[x<c:~cp*(x ,b ) ]  
since the sets {x [ ~ ~ x < c} and {x [ e-  ~ x < c} are identical. So we may take 
O* = Vx [x < c ==> ep*(x, b )]. 
We need now the following result due to Lessan (see [7], [10]): 
"Let 00, 01, 02 , . . .  be a fixed recursive listing of all the formulas, in the 
language of e-,  with 2 free variables. There is a Ao-formnla Sat(d, m, x, y) such 
that for allx, ye[e )  and all m e ~, e-~Om(X,y)c:>~l~'~Sat(d,m,x,y)." 
Intuitively, "d is sutficiently large so that truth in e-  is definable in ~1~' using d 
as parameter". Lessan's theorem is proved by an extension of the method of 
Proposition 26. 
Claim. Let n e N, f the cofinality 
(,) ~1~' ~3b <2" 'rim <n Vc 
function and Xb as in Section 6, then 
<f(n)  3y < a ~[gb(y)= 0¢~Sat(d, m, c, y)]. 
This formula says that the set {y [ y < a ^ Xb(Y) = 0} is different from each of the 
sets {y[ <a  ^ e-~Om(c,  y)} with c<f (n) ,  m<n.  
Indeed, we define a function h "[n) II [f(n))---> [2") by 
h(c, m) = n,dn(s I s<2"  ^  Vy < a [zs(y) = Oc~ Sat(d, m, c, y)]}. 
By Proposition 26, for each c and m there exists such an s, in fact s is unique since 
Xs=Xt gives s=t .  The definition of h is a A0-formula, so h induces a 
monomorphism h"[n  xf(n))>--->[2") in F~,. Now n and f (n)  are in ~R, so 
n x f (n)  ~ ~2; but 2" ~ ~ so n x f (n)  < 2". By Corollary 28 F~ ~ AUTO, and by 
Theorem 22 F~ has COMP, so [n x f(n)) may be considered as a subobject of 
[2"), with non-empty complement; he same holds for Im(h'). Any b in this last 
complement satisfies (*) and the claim is settled. 
Now we may apply the A0-overspill in ~il~', (i.e., the fact that the set of n e ~[1~' 
satisfying (.) is either unbounded in ~[1~', or contains a maximum element), to find 
a non-standard no ~ ~'  such that 
~R'~ 3b <2" Vm <no Vc <f(no) 3y < a-n[Xb(y ) = 0¢~ Sat(d, m, c, y)]. 
Pick such a b, the set B = {y [y <a  ^  %b(Y)} >--~ [a) is in F~., but for any meN,  
ce~,  we know that m<no and c<f(no) and so 3y <a~[y  e BC~Sat(d,m, c y)], 
i.e., :ly <a'7[y e BC~e-~ Ore(c, y)]. Thus B differs from each set definable in e-  
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using a single parameter in ~.  By remarks earlier in the proof, B differs from any 
subset of [a) definable in ~ using a A0-formula with a single parameter in ~2. 
This still holds true when several parameters are involved since they may be 
replaced, in A0-fashion, by a single one, still in ~IR (being bounded by the product 
of the original ones), using the pairing function and projections. Therefore B 
differs from any subset of [a) A0-definable in ~R, i.e., XB ¢ F~n, that is, F~n is not 
full in F~. [] 
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